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ABSTRACT
This paper explores processing techniques to deal with noisy data in
crowdsourced object segmentation tasks. We use the data collected
with Click’n’Cut, an online interactive segmentation tool, and we
perform several experiments towards improving the segmentation
results. First, we introduce different superpixel-based techniques to
filter users’ traces, and assess their impact on the segmentation re-
sult. Second, we present different criteria to detect and discard the
traces from potential bad users, resulting in a remarkable increase in
performance. Finally, we show a novel superpixel-based segmenta-
tion algorithm which does not require any prior filtering and is based
on weighting each user’s contribution according to his/her level of
expertise.
Index Terms— Object Segmentation, Crowdsourcing, Quality
Control, Superpixel, Interactive Segmentation
1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of object segmentation is one of the most challenging
ones in computer vision. It consists in, for a given object in an image,
assigning to every pixel a binary value: 0 if the pixel is not part of the
object, and 1 otherwise. Object segmentation has been extensively
studied in various contexts, but still remains a challenge in general.
In this paper, we focus our experiments on interactive segmenta-
tion, that is, object segmentation assisted by human feedback. More
specifically, we study the particular case in which the interactions
come from a large number of users recruited through a crowdsourc-
ing platform. Relying on humans to help object segmentation is a
good idea since the limitations in the semantic interpretation of im-
ages is often the bottleneck for computer vision approaches.
Users, also referred to as workers in the crowdsourcing setup,
are not experts in the task they must perform and in most cases ad-
dress it for the first time. Workers tend to choose the task that can let
them earn the most money in the minimum amount of time. From
the employer’s perspective, crowdsourcing a task to online workers
is more affordable than hiring experts. In addition, workers are also
available in large numbers and within a short recruiting time. How-
ever, many of these workers are also unreliable and do not meet the
minimum quality standards required by the task. These situations
motivate the need for post-processing the collected data to eliminate
as many interaction as possible.
Quality control of workers’ traces is a very active field of re-
search, but is also widely dependent on the task. In computer vision,
the quality of the traces can be estimated with the visual content that
motivated their generation. As an example, the left side of Figure
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1 depicts 3 points representing the labeling of three pixels: green
points for foreground pixels and red points for the background ones.
These same points may look coherent if assigned to different visual
regions (middle) or inconsistent if providing contradictory labels for
a the same region (right). The definition of such regions through
an automatic segmentation algorithm can assist in distinguishing be-
tween consistent or noisy labels.
Fig. 1. The same set of foreground and background clicks (left)
may look consistent (middle) or inconsistent (right) depending on
the visual context.
This simple example illustrates the assumption that supports this
work: computer vision can help filtering users’ inputs as much as
users’ inputs can guide computer vision algorithms towards better
segmentations. Our contributions correspond to the exploration of
three different venues for the filtering of human noisy interaction for
object segmentation: filtering users, filtering clicks and weighting
users’ contributions according to a quality estimation.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 overviews previ-
ous work in interactive object segmentation and filtering of crowd-
sourced human traces. Section 3 describes the data acquisition pro-
cedure and Section 4 gives some preliminary results. Then, Sec-
tion 5 introduces the filtering solutions and Section 6 explores a user
weighted solution. Finally, Section 7 exposes the conclusions and
future work.
2. RELATEDWORK
The combination of image processing with human interaction has
been extensively explored in the literature. Many work related to
object segmentation have shown that user inputs throughout a se-
ries of weak annotations can be used either to seed segmentation
algorithms or to directly produce accurate object segmentations. Re-
searchers have introduced different ways for users to provide anno-
tations for interactive segmentation: by drafting the contour of the
objects [1, 2], generating clicks [3, 4, 5] or scribbles [6, 7] over fore-
ground and background pixels, or growing regions with the mouse
wheel [8].
However, the performance of all these approaches directly relies
on the quality of the traces that users produce, which raises the need
for robust techniques to ensure quality control of human traces.
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The authors in [9] add gold-standard images in the workflow
with a known ground truth to classify users between ”scammers”,
users who do not understand the task and users who just make ran-
dom mistakes. In [2], users are discarded or accepted based on their
performance in an initial training task and are periodically verified
during the whole annotation process. In any case, authors in [10]
have demonstrated the need for tutorials by comparing the perfor-
mance of trained and non trained users.
Quality control can also be a direct part of the experiment de-
sign. The Find-Fix-Verify design pattern for crowdsourcing exper-
iments was used in [11] for object detection by defining three user
roles: a first set of users drew bounding boxes around objects, others
verified the quality of the boxes, and a last group checked whether all
objects were detected. Luis Von Ahn also formalized several meth-
ods for controlling quality of traces collected from Games With A
Purpose (GWAP) [12]. Quality control can also be introduced at the
end of the study as in [13], where a task-specific observation allowed
discarding users whose interaction patterns were unreliable. Quality
control may not be exclusively focused on users but also on the indi-
vidual traces, as in [14, 15, 16]. One option to process noisy traces
is to collect annotations from different workers and compute a solu-
tion by consensus, such as the bounding boxes for object detection
computed in [17].
3. DATA ACQUISITION
The experiment was conducted using the interactive segmentation
tool Click’n’Cut [3]. This tool allows users to label single pixels
as foreground or background, and provides live feedback after each
click by displaying the resulting segmentation mask overlaid on the
image.
We used the data collected by [3] over two datasets:
• 96 images, associated to 100 segmentation tasks, are taken
from the DCU dataset [7], a subset of segmented objects from
the Berkeley Segmentation Database [18]. These images will
be referred in the rest of the paper as our test set.
• 5 images are taken from the PASCAL VOC dataset [19]. We
use these images as gold standard, i.e. we use the ground truth
of these images to determine workers’ errors. These images
form our training set.
Users were recruited on the crowdsourcing platform microwork-
ers.com. 20 users performed the entire set of 105 tasks, 4 females
and 16 males, with ages ranging from 20 to 40 (average 25.6). Each
worker was paid 4 USD when completing the 105 tasks.
4. CONTEXT AND PREVIOUS RESULTS
The metric we use in this paper is the Jaccard Index, which corre-
sponds to the ratio of the intersection and the union between a seg-
mented object and its ground truth mask, as adopted in the Pascal
VOC segmentation task [19]. A Jaccard of 1 is the best possible re-
sult (in that case A = B), and a Jaccard of 0 means that the two
masks have no intersection.
On the test set, experiments on expert users recruited from com-
puter vision research groups reached an average Jaccard of 0.93 with
the best algorithm in [7]. On the other hand, a value 0.89 was ob-
tained with the same Click’n’Cut [3] tool used in this paper, but on a
different group of expert users. However, the group of crowdsourced
workers performed significantly worse with Click’n’Cut, with a re-
sult of 0.14 with raw traces, which increased up to 0.83 when filter-
ing worst performing users. In this paper, we propose more sophis-
ticated filtering techniques to improve this figure.
5. DATA FILTERING
In this section we present three main approaches that focus on fil-
tering the collected data. Firstly, we present several techniques to
filter users’ clicks based on their consistency with two image seg-
mentation algorithms. Secondly, we define and apply different rules
to discard low quality users. Finally, we explore the combination of
both techniques.
In all the experiments in this section, the filtered data is used to
feed the object segmentation algorithm presented in [3]. This tech-
nique generates the object binary mask by combining precomputed
MCG object candidates [20] according to their correspondence to the
users’s clicks.
5.1. Filtering clicks
Based on the assumption that most of the collected clicks are cor-
rect, we postulate that an incorrect click can be detected by looking
at other clicks in its spatial neighborhood. Considering only spatial
proximity is not sufficient because the complexity of the object may
actually require clicks from different labels to be close, especially
near boundaries and salient contours. For this reason, this filter-
ing relies also on an automatic segmentation of the image, which
considers both spatial and visual consistencies. In particular, image
oversegmentations in superpixels have been produced with the SLIC
[21] and Felzenszwalb [22] algorithms. Figure 2 shows the 6 possi-
ble click distributions that can occur in a given superpixel (as shown
in figure 2): higher number of foreground than background clicks,
higher number of background than foreground clicks, same number
of background and foreground clicks, foreground clicks only, back-
ground clicks only and no clicks.
Fig. 2. Possible configurations of background (in red) and fore-
ground (in green) clicks inside a superpixel. Superpixels containing
conflicts are represented in blue.
Among these six configurations, the three first ones reveal con-
flicts between clicks. Figure 3 depicts the two different methods that
have been considered to solve the conflicts: keep only those clicks
which are majority within the superpixel (left), or discard all con-
flicting clicks (right).
Table 1 shows a significant gain by filtering clicks based on su-
perpixels. However, Jaccard indexes are still too low to consider
segmentations useful. Further sections explore other solutions that
take into consideration quality control of users in addition to label
coherence within superpixels.
Fig. 3. Two options to solve conflicts: keep majorities (on the left)
and discard all (right).
Keep majority Discard all
SLIC [21] 0.21 (+50%) 0.24(+71.43%)
Felzenszwalb [22] 0.21 (+50%) 0.22 (+57.14%)
Table 1. Jaccard Index obtained on the test set after applying the
two proposed filtering techniques on [21] or [22] superpixels. The
Jaccard without filtering is equal to 0.14, so the percentage values in
parentheses correspond to the gain with respect to this baseline.
5.2. Filtering users
In any crowdsourcing task, recruiting low quality workers is the
norm, not the exception. In this section we propose to use our train-
ing set as a gold standard to determine which users should be ig-
nored. In particular, two features are computed to decide between
accepted and rejected users: their click error rate and their average
Jaccard index.
Figure 4 plots two graphs depicting the average Jaccard by keep-
ing the topN users according to their click error rate or personal Jac-
card index. The main conclusion that can be derived from this graph
is that personal Jaccard performs better than click errror rate to es-
timate the quality of the workers. The error rate is not discriminant
enough to filter out some types of users: spammers do not neces-
sarily make a lot of mistakes, users who do not understand the task
may still produce valid clicks, and good users may also get tired and
produce errors on a few images. For this reasons, it seems more ef-
fective to filter users based on their actual performance on the final
task (i.e. Jaccard Index for the problem of object segmentation) than
in some intermediate metric.
The Jaccard-based curve (blue) from Figure 4 shows how the
best result is achieved when considering only the two best workers,
with a Jaccard of 0.9 comparable to what expert users had reached
(see Section 4). It could be argued that two users are not significant
enough and that reaching such a high value as 0.9 could be a sta-
tistical anomaly. Nevertheless, if many more users are considered
and clicks from the top half users are processed, a still high Jaccard
of nearly 0.85 is achieved. This result indicates that filtering users
has a much greater impact than just filtering clicks, as presented in
Section 5.1, where the best Jaccard obtained was 0.24.
5.3. Filtering clicks and users
This section explores whether, once users have been filtered as ex-
plained in Section 5.2, the click-based filtering presented in Section
5.1 can further clean the remaining set of clicks.
Figure 5 shows the Jaccard curves obtained when applying the
majority-based filtering after user filtering. Graphs indicate that
there is no major effect when considering a low number of higher
Fig. 4. Jaccard index (Y-axis) obtained when considering only the
top N users (X-axis) according to their average Jaccard (blue) or
labeling error rate (green).
quality users, but that the effect is more significant when adding
worse users.
Fig. 5. Segmentation results with the best N users according to their
personal Jaccard-based quality estimation. Red and green curves
consider filtering by majority, while blue curve does not apply any
click filtering.
The case of filtering all conflicting clicks is studied in Figure 6.
In this situation, this filtering causes a severe drop in performance
when few users are considered, and has mostly the same effect as
majority filtering otherwise. This is probably explained by the fact
that discarding all clicks when few users are considered results too
aggressive and does not provide enough labels to choose a good
combination of object candidates.
6. DATAWEIGHTING
In section 5 we have presented how removing some of the collected
user clicks could improve the segmentation results. Unfortunately,
adopting hard decision criteria may sometimes result into also dis-
carding clicks which may be correct and useful when analyzed as
part of a more global problem. This is why we propose in this sec-
tion a softer approach that combines the entire set of clicks without
any filtering.
Fig. 6. Segmentation results with the best N users according to their
personal Jaccard-based quality estimation. Red and green curves
discard all conflicting clicks, while blue curve does not apply any
click filtering.
The first difference with Section 5 is that users are not simply ac-
cepted or rejected, but their contribution is weighted according to an
estimation of their quality. A quality score qi is computed for each
user i based on their traces on the gold standard images (see Section
5.2 for details). The second difference with respect to Section 5 is
that instead of using object candidates, this time superpixels are used
to directly determine the object boundaries. In particular, the two
same segmentation algorithms used in Section 5 (Felzenswalb [22]
and SLIC [21]), are adopted to generate multiple oversegmentations
over the image. In particular, a first set of image partitions were
generated by running the technique from Felzenswalb [22] with its
parameter k equal to 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500; and a
second set of partitions generated with SLIC [21] considering as ini-
tial region size 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 pixels. These combinations
of parameters were determined after experimentation on the training
set. User clicks with quality estimation and the set of partitions were
fed into Algorithm 1 to generate a binary mask for each object.
Figure 7 gives two examples of foreground maps, with images
that contain values ranging from 0 (maximum confidence of back-
ground) to 1 (maximum confidence of foreground). The object to
be segmented is the brightest region, and traces from noisy clicks
can be seen where regions in the background are bright as well. As
indicated in the last step of Algorithm 1, the object masks were ob-
tained by binarizing the foreground maps by applying a threshold
equal to 0.56, also learned on the training set. As a final result, this
configuration produced a an averaged Jaccard index equal to 0.86.
Fig. 7. Foreground map of object segmentation based on weighted
worker’s clicks.
Data: clicks from all users with their quality scores
Data: set of segmentations computed from the image
Result: binary mask of the segmented object
initialize all superpixel scores to 0;
while not all segmentations are processed do
read current segmentation;
while not all users are processed do
read quality estimation qj from current user j;
while not all clicks from current user j are read do
read current click from user j;
read superpixel corresponding to the click;
if click label is foreground then
add qj to the current superpixel score;
else
add 1− qj to the current superpixel score;
end
end
end
compute the average score for each superpixel;
normalize superpixels values between 0 and 1;
end
average weighted segmentations to obtain a foreground map;
binarize foreground map to obtain the object mask;
Algorithm 1: Computation of the foreground map
7. CONCLUSION
This work has explored error resilience strategies for the problem
of object segmentation in crowdsourcing. Two main directions were
addressed: a hard filtering of users and clicks based on superpixels,
and a softer solution based on the quality estimation of users and
combination of multiple image partitions.
The proposed strategies for filtering clicks based on superpixel
coherence introduced significant gains with respect to previous
works, but the final quality was still too low. Our experiments
indicate that more significant gains can be obtained by estimating
the quality of each individual user on gold standard tasks. We also
show that estimating users quality based on their performance in the
segmentation task is more reasonable than just based on the error
rate of the clicks they generate. Our data indicates that identifying
very few high quality workers can produce really high results (0.9
with top two users), even better than the results of expert users with
with the same platform (0.89) [3] and comparable to results of other
expert users using different tools [7] (0.93).
Assuming that very high quality users will always be available in
a crowdsourcing campaign may be too restrictive. As an alternative,
considering all data with a soft weighting approach seems a more
robust approach compared to the hard filtering and selection of ob-
ject candidates. Our algorithm that weights superpixels according to
crowdsourcing clicks (Section 6) has achieved a significant Jaccard
Index of 0.86 without discarding any users or clicks. In addition,
we have observed that combining the superpixels of multiple sizes
and from two different segmentation algorithms (SLIC and Felzen-
szwalb) seems complementary and benefits the results.
The presented results indicate the potential of using image pro-
cessing algorithms for quality control of noisy human interaction,
also when such interaction may eventually be used to train computer
vision systems. In fact, it is the combination of the crowd (majority
of correct clicks) and image processing (superpixels) which allows
the detection and reduction of a minority of noisy interactions.
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